TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

N.W. HOLOSEC. 6 1 2N R 9 W., WM.

36 31
T3N R10 E.
T2N R9W

HISTORICAL: GLO T2N R9W Pages 3-4
Book 4 Page 94
MAP A-746
MAP E-40-159
MAP B-380
MAP B-387

CONDITION GOOD

FOUND: 1½" Iron Pipe

Found stone with X lying by corner. Stone was a 12" x 12" x 24". Stone was placed in ditch near the County road. All G.L.O. Bearing trees are gone.

Found lead plug set by Book 4, Page 94, at bearing & distance S30° W528'.

Found 36° spruce set by Book 4, Page 94, at bearing & distance S47° E 132'.

Lead plug by Bk 4 Page 94, at N 48° W 57°. 15 nose missing.

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

2" Iron Pipe in Concrete and Tile with 3" Brass Cap

4" x 4" x 48" Post N. NORTH feet 1/2

NEW ACCESSORY:

Placed new yellow tag on 4 x 4 post

COMMENTS:

Corner is located at the intersection of Nels Hanson County Road and the Miami-Osley County Road.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: George W. Urrey, Al Duncan, Dale Arthur, Tim Boehm, Roger Knappel

DATE: 5-72

= County corner tag affixed.
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